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Abstract 
Let C n = 2~ ° q~ ~ be a given direct sum decomposition. We determine the largest 
number i such that all subspaces J¢ for which the gap 0 between ~ and J/satisf ies 
0 (5° ,~)  < ri have the property dim(Jg N ~K) < i. The problem involves angles be- 
tween subspaces, i.e. singular values of products of projections. © 1999 Elsevier 
Science Inc. All rights reserved. 
AMS classification: 51M05; 51M16 
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I .  Introduction 
Let 5 a ® ~ = C" be a given direct sum decomposit ion of  C". It is well 
known (see, e.g., [1], p.390) that all subspaces Jg  of  C" which are sufficiently 
close to 5f (with respect to the gap metric) are also direct complements of  
~/¢r. In [2,3], the largest e-neighbourhood U(2 ' ,  e) of  ~ has been determined 
which has the property  that J /E  U(5¢, e) implies J¢  ® "W = C n. To describe 
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the result of Berkson [2] and Schumacher [3] and a more general result, which is 
the main theorem of this paper, we use the following notation. 
We consider C" with the usual inner product (x, y) = x*y. Subspaces of C" 
will be denoted by script capital etters such as X, Of, J¢, etc. Let P~¢ denote 
the orthogonal projection of C" on ~/¢, and P(3q/, &~a) the projection on 
along L~, and set p(~cr, ~;  j¢) = p(~q/~, ha)l~t" For a linear map A : Of ~ C", 
let IIAll be the operator norm, i.e. llAII = sup{llAYlt,y 6 Of, IlYll = 1}. The singu- 
lar values al(A) 1> az(A) I> ... ~> a,(A) of A will always be ordered by decreas- 
ing magnitude such that al(A) = Ilall. 
The set of subspaces of C" is a metric space (see, e.g., [1,4]) if the distance 
between X and Of is measured by the gap 
0(~,  Of) = f ief  - P~I I  
Note that O(X, Of) ~< 1 and O(X, Of) = 1 if dim Y" # dim Of. I fX  and ~¢ are non- 
trivial subspaces and r = rain{ dim X, dim Of} then we define the canonical angles 
7~ 
0 ~< ~oj (x ,  Of) ~< ...  ~< ~o,(x, Of) ~< 
of X, Of by 
cos q~i(f, of) = ai(P~cP;~¢), i = 1, . . . , r .  
If dim f = dim Of = r then an equivalent definition (see, e.g., [7]) is given by 
sin ~pi(X,Y/) = ar-i+i(P~P~l), i= 1,... ,r. 
We set 
q)min(~t', 02~ ¢) ~--- (Pl(X, of), 
and if dim X = dim Of = r we set 
~max(X ' o2j') __~ (pr(.~ e, off). 
The subsequent theorem relates robustness of complementarity of &a ® ~ to 
the minimal angle of &a and #~. It gives a sharp bound rl such that 
C" = ~ • ~ and 0(Se, J¢) < rl imply dim ( J [  fq ~W) = 0. 
Theorem 1.1 [2,3]. Let £P and ~ be nontrivial complementary subspaces of C". 
Then every subspace ~¢¢ that satisfies 
0(Se, d/)  < sin (,Omin("/¢/" , ~)  
is complementary to ~¢~, and 
inf{0(Sa, ~/¢) [ ~ '  n¢¢r # 0} = sin~0min(~ , ) .  
In this paper we want to extend Theorem 1.1. We shall determine bounds rk, 
1 ~< k ~< r, such that 0(5¢, J#) < rk implies dim (~t' N "#/') < k. Since the relative 
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position of two subspaces of a unitary space is completely determined by their 
canonical angles it is not surprising that the bounds rk can be expressed in 
terms of angles between L# and ~.  The following theorem will be proved in 
Section 2. 
Theorem 1.2. Let ~ and ~ be subspaces o f  C n such that C ~ = ~ ® #" and 
r = min{ dim ~,  dim~W} ~ 0. Assume 1 <~ k <<, r. 
(i) I f  a subspace .AI satisfies 
and 
then 
dim ,A/= dim L# (1.1) 
ok[P(w, < l, 
dim (~'  n ~)  < k. 
In particular, (1.1) and (1.2) are valid i f  
0(~,  ~') < sin <ok(~F', Y)  
or equivalently i f  
< :, 
(ii) There exists a subspace ,g  such that Eq. (1.1) and 
0(5¢, J/) = sin q~k(~/', 5¢) 
and 
d im(~/n  #:) >~ k 
hold. For such an .g  we have 








2. Auxifiary results and proof of the main theorem 
Assume C" = L# ® ~¢~ with dim ~ = s and r = rain{ dim ~,  dim ~W} ~ O. 
A suitable choice of an orthonormal basis of C" allows us to work with ~ and 
~q/" in the form 
~ = Im(~)  ~ = Im(Wl2"~. (2.1) 
' \ I . _ s l  
Then P~ = diag(Is, O) and 
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P" = ( WI2 ) (I + 
and 
Hence 
~[P(~q#, =LP)] = trk(I + WI~ W12 ). 
From 
P~P~.P~. = diag[W~2(l + WI~ W~2)-' WI~, 0] 
we obtain 
cos 2 ~Ok(~CF, 2P) : * = a,(P,...P~) = ak[Wl2(I + W1~ Wl2) -~ W12] 
1 
= ak[I - ( I+  WIzW1~)-' ] = 1 ak(I+ Wl~W12) ' k = 1,. . .  ,r, 
and we note the following observation. 
(2.2) 
then 
a~[P(W', £.a; j¢)] = ak[M~, (I + Wl~ WI2)M2,1. (2.6) 
The following result on the gap can be found in [7]. In our set-up the proof is 
straightforward. 
Lemma 2.2. I f  dim 5 v = dim J¢ = s, s # 0, then 
0(Ae, de) = sin ~Pmax(~, ' ) .  (2.7) 
Lemma 2.1. I fC  n = LP ~3 #~ and r = rain{dim hv, dim~/F} # 0 then 
1 
sin c&(3U, oC/') o,[p(qcr,£~v)], k = 1 , . . . , r .  (2.3) 
In the case k = 1 we can write Eq. (2.3) as 
1 (2.4) 
l iP(W, ~)112 - 1 - I IP~P~-[I  2" 
The identity (2.4) is due to Ljance [5] (see also [6]). 
If dim J¢ = s and ~¢/is represented as 
~/= Im(M2tM' ) , MTM, + MflM2, = Is, (2.5) 
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Proof. Let ~ and og be given as in Eqs. (2.1) and (2.5). Then 
(p~ _ p.~,)2 = diag(I - MIM~, MzlM~ ), 
and ] l I -  mlm~[[ = [[m21M~l 1[yields 
0(L& ~1) = [Imz, II. 
Hence Eq. (2.7) follows from 
COS 2 q)max(~,q , ~4() =O:s(PV, egP~)  = as(MlM;) = a,.(I - M;IM21 ) 
= 1 - IIM2, II 2 = 1 - 02(L,  °,  J [ ) .  [ ]  
We shall need an estimate for the singular values of P(f / ,  ~; ~g). 
l_emma 2.3. Assume C n = ~ O g~, r = min{ dim £P, dim ~/¢'} ¢ 0. I f  ~[ is a 
subspace with dim ~'  = dim £,q then 
ak[P('~¢/', L e; ~/)] ~< ak[P(# ~, L~a)]O(L,e, de'), k = 1,. . . ,  r. (2.8) 
Proof. Using an inequality for singular values of products ([8], p. 178) we 
obtain 
ak[P(¢¢ p, ~;  ~¢')] ~< ak[(I + WI~ WI2)I/2M21] 
<. ak[(I + W~2 W12)1/2]O'1 (m2t) = ak[P(~t/', ~)]0(~ °, ~'). [] 
Proof of Theorem 1.2. (i) Let #~ and J¢ be given as in Eqs. (2.1) and (2.5). Put 




Q = M~ - WI2M2j. 
imT=im(Q WJ2)I =~'+~q/~ 
dim ( J [  N ~)  = dim Ker Q. 
With regard to Eq. (2.6) we define 
C ----= M~I (I + WI~ Wj2)M21. 
Note that 
(2.9) 
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C=I-M?M, +M~,W~*2W~2M2, =I+Q*Q-M~Q-Q*M,. (2.10) 
Suppose dim (J/¢ N ~)  = dim Ker Q ~> k. Then Eq. (2.10) implies 
d imKer (C-  I) ~> k and because of Eq. (2.6) at least k singular values of 
P (~,  L~;J/) are equal to 1. Therefore ak(C)>~ 1 and we have shown that 
(1.1) and (1.2) imply (1.3). 
Now assume (1.4). Then 0(5 a, .~') < 1 and dim .ill = dim ~.  Because of 
Eq. (2.3) we see that (1.4) is equivalent o 
at,[P(qU, &°)]0(~(~', J / )  < l, 
and (1.2) follows from {2.8). Because of Eq. (2.7) it is obvious that (1.4) and 
(1.5) are equivalent. 
(ii) Let W12 have the singular value decomposition 
(SO)  
W12=G 0 0 H, S=diag(col , . . . ,o)r) ,  oh 1> .-- 1> o2,•>~0. 
Then Lemma 2.1 and Eq. (2.2) yield 
1 
sin 2 ~ok(~ , Lz) - 1 + o22" 
Choose 
(M1) 
J l= Im M21 
such that 
and 
MI = G diag OJl (Ok I 
S ×$ 
m21 ~H -1 
0 
Then dim ~¢/= s and 
1 
0 . . .  
I 
0 0 ... 
0 
0. (n--s) ×s 
1 
02(~, Z¢) -- IIM~I I12 - 
1 W 2'  + 
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Hence ,J# has the propert ies (1.1) and (1.6). Furthermore 
Q = G diag (0 , . . . ,0 ,  1 , . . . ,  1) 
k-times 
and Eq. (2.9) imply (1.7). 
Suppose now ,~,# satisfies (1.1), (1.6) and (1.7). F rom part (i) and Lemma 2.3 
we conclude that 
1 <~ ~k[P(#,  Ze; ,a)] ~< ~k[P('~¢~, )]0(Ze, ,//4') = 1, 
which yields Eq. (1.8) and completes the proof. [] 
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